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Minutes of the PERSONNEL Committee held in the Town Hall, The Broadway, Crowborough on Wednesday 1st 

November at 7.30pm 

 

 PRESENT Councillors Quentin Burch * 
Peter Ellefsen 

  

   Martyn Garrett 
George Moss * 

  

   Kay Moss Chairman  
   David Neeves   
   Alan Penney 

Ron Reed * 
  

   Wendy Scrace   
   Sandra Timms 

Neil Waller * 
  

 In attendance  David Palmer Wealden District Council  
 

 * Indicates non-attendance 

 

 APOLOGIES 

 
Councillors Quentin Burch and George Moss 

 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST – None 

  

 EXCLUSION OF THE PUBLIC 

8219 RESOLVED that the Committee excludes the public and press from this 
meeting on the grounds of the confidential staffing nature of the business to 
be conducted in accordance with Section 1 of the Public Bodies (Admission to 
Meetings) Act 1960. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STAFFING MATTERS 

Review of the Pay Grade of the Town Clerk 

The Committee considered the request of Mr Andy Beams, Town Clerk that 
there be a review of his pay grade. Mr Beams had provided some information 
to the Committee prior to the meeting. Independent advice was also sought 
from Wealden District Council in order to avoid a known conflict of interest 
and Mr David Palmer, Head of Business Services was in attendance 
throughout. Mr Palmer had previously circulated two documents (one on job 
evaluation and the other on current rates of pay) to assist the Committee in 
their deliberations. 

Councillor Kay Moss provided a background to Committee Members and it 
was established that the Clerk had been appointed to Spinal Column Point 
(SCP) 52 increased by one further point to SCP 53 in recognition of the 
Certificate in Local Council Administration held.  

Councillor Ellefsen advised the Committee that he had carried out an 
extensive review based on the provisions of the Green Book and taking into  
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account the more recent documents provided by Mr Palmer. His conclusion 
was that the grade of the post should, ordinarily, be SCP 52 and SCP 55 if the 
Responsible Financial Officer role were included. Further discussion followed 
around the original offer and acceptance at the time of appointment and that 
the fixed grading was uncommon. Mr Palmer assured the Committee that 
whilst unusual, a fixed grading did not prevent the Committee from 
responding to a request for the post and personal grading to be re-assessed 
and that was their role at this meeting.  

Questions were raised about the responsibilities of other staff, including 
those delegated to the Deputy Town Clerk and the overall financial cost of 
the workforce, with one view that this should not be higher than for the 
previous structure. It was however concluded that the role and 
responsibilities of the Clerk in accordance with the scheme was the key 
criteria for the evaluation. 

It was considered that the Clerk had settled well into the role and established 
good relationships with his team since appointment. He is also the 
Responsible Financial Officer. 

Mr Palmer was invited to provide independent advice on the points 
discussed. Prior to the meeting he had undertaken his own assessment and 
reviewed Mr Beams’ submission. 

Mr Palmer broadly agreed with the assessment by Councillor Ellefsen. His 
evaluation also assessed the grade for the post is at the LC4 and with the 
financial responsibilities included considered that it merits the Substantial 
Grade for the post making the range SCP 56-60. However, the role is about 
the requirements of the post, not the individual and Mr Palmer therefore 
suggested it would be more appropriate to retain the grading previously 
advised by SALC in 2016 which would enable the Council to recruit applicants 
either including the RFO role or not. 

The Committee considered the extension of the grade to SCP 62, but rejected 
this option. There were a couple of areas within the job evaluation which 
might have justified this but this was not consistent across all the disciplines 
within the job evaluation scheme. Mr Palmer suggested that within the wider 
range of SCP 52-60 a bar might exist, such that where the employee 
undertook the RFO role, there would be an automatic progression to the 
Substantial Range i.e. SCP 56-60. 

Finally the question of backdating was raised. Given that the initial 
appointment had been to a fixed grade and this had been accepted by the 
current Clerk, the only mechanism for progression was through a review 
process, such as had been undertaken at this meeting.  

8220 

 

RESOLVED That the post remain designated at LC4 with a payscale range 
from SCP 52- 60 but with a new bar inserted into the job description allowing 
for progression to the Substantive Grade through carrying out all the required 
roles in the job description and additionally undertaking the Responsible 
Financial Officer Role. 

8221 

 

RESOLVED That the current Clerk be upgraded with immediate effect to SCP 
56 with a further point added in continued recognition for the qualification 
held. Mr Beams would therefore receive payment at the new grade at SCP 57  
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effective from 1 November 2017. Further progression through the spinal 
points would in future be achieved by merit awards or by increased 
responsibilities such as (but not limited to) a significant increase in the 
finances of the Council or sustained involvement in major projects. 

The discussions around the job evaluation also reflected on the Clerk’s recent 
appraisal and performance within the role. The Committee determined that it 
would benefit from some further external advice before concluding the 
appraisal process for the year and felt, with the Clerk’s agreement to the 
delay, that some training on performance management, appraisals and target 
setting would be beneficial for both the Committee and the Clerk in carrying 
out the staff appraisals. Mr Palmer confirmed that he could provide further 
assistance with this if invited. 

8222 

 

RESOLVED To source appropriate and proportionate training specifically for 
the Chair and Vice Chair of the Committee and the Clerk to the Council, but 
which would also be available to all Town Council Members. 

 OTHER URGENT BUSINESS 

There was no other urgent business. 

 MEETING CLOSED 

The meeting concluded at 9.17 pm with thanks to Mr Palmer for his advice 
and assistance. 

 


